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Colonnade
Welcome To GSCW, High School Seniors

ISAAC ROBINSON
Director of Alumni Relations

Dear Seniors,

Congratulations on your upcoming graduation! As you prepare for this significant milestone, I want to remind you of the importance of ensuring all necessary steps are taken to make your transition from high school to the next stage of your life as smooth as possible.

Firstly, please make sure you have submitted all necessary college applications and completed any required financial aid forms. The deadline for most applications is quickly approaching, and delays can impact your ability to secure the college of your choice.

Secondly, consider planning an open house or graduation party to celebrate your achievements with family and friends. It's a wonderful way to commemorate this momentous occasion.

Finally, remember to maintain good communication with your guidance counselor and teachers. They can provide valuable advice and support as you navigate the next phase of your journey.

Wishing you all the best as you embark on this exciting new chapter!

Sincerely,

Isaac Robinson
Director of Alumni Relations
College - And You

Welcome to GSCW, Seniors! During this past school year, we hope that you have grown as people, developed a sense of self, and have learned from the challenges you have faced. Our mission is to help you develop into strong, confident, and independent women who are prepared for success in higher education and beyond. We strive to provide you with a supportive and inclusive environment, where you can explore your interests, pursue your passions, and build meaningful relationships.

The college of your choice, and the choices you make, are critical in determining the academic achievement and the social skills you will develop.

It is a fact that the transition from high school to college is not always easy, and sometimes difficult. However, knowing that you are not alone in your struggle and that there are many resources available to you will be a great benefit. You will find many helpful resources that will last throughout your life. Many opportunities will be provided to you. You will need to make the best of them, and you can only understand when someone else has gone through the same experience.

Anyone who destroys your dreams, destroys your life. If your dreams are great enough, the world will adjust itself to you. You need to keep moving forward and believe in yourself.

The SPIRIT OF JESSIE

By Elisa Lemarca

About the middle of February each year, GSCW receives a breath of spring in the form of its high school weekend. Everyone, whether on her best behavior and new friends everywhere, is in her waitful excitement of seeing what will happen from the winter filler in the excitement of this weekend. Last year was one of those boring weekends, the weather was terrible, and we were not surprised that I didn’t know what I was in.

This year, however, my thoughts were occupied by the thought of GSCW. I had seen the college before, but I had never really understood the meaning of it until that weekend. We were given an opportunity to get to know each other in a way that was different from our regular weekend. The college was in its setting for the first time.

It was an exhilarating experience to live among the GSCW students andประโยคกับที่อยู่อาศัยในช่วงวันหยุดประจำปี. ฉันมีความตั้งใจที่จะพาคนที่ไม่ได้ประสบกับการเรียนรู้ใน GSCW เลยไปด้วย.

After leaving the warmth and friendliness of GSCW, I realized that I had learned a lot. I was excited to share my experiences with my friends and family. I am grateful to have had the opportunity to attend GSCW and to have made such wonderful memories.
I'm sorry, but the content of the image does not seem to be a document or a page from a book. It appears to be a page from a magazine or a printed material with a mix of text and graphics. It's difficult to extract meaningful text without the full context or a clearer view. If you have any specific questions or need assistance with a particular section, please let me know, and I'll do my best to help!
CAMPUS CLOSE-UPS

"In the spring of a young man's fancy turns to thoughts of love."—Tennyson's "The Charge of the Light Brigade"

Beverly Denton, what is your interest in the U. of Georgia that keeps you bubbling? Grits! I'm over there with the vendors.

Marita, what is your insurance salesmen you are so interested in?

Bettis Smith called her boy friend in Florida some time ago, and he plans to be home soon.

"Do you have Paul's Philh. Maps on sale?"

Phy May and Sandra Lewis are planning summer weddings.

Mike and Marla Taggart are getting married in October. Congratulations. 

B. J. W. Egley, the next time you take pictures at Lake Lanier, don't forget to look down near the dock so you won't make a big SPLASH!

Sally, watch out! The watching bird is hanging out of side of your window.

Betty McFadden—turning down the flowers again.

Dorothy Harris, was your surprise party a surprise—yes!

Who manipulated the puzzle in the paper one day on a trip for instance Philadelphia and Chicago whom knows who R. S. is (please refer to page one in a week of the Colonist).

—J. C., why aren't you going home these days?

Midterm are here, and you have just some tests along the way. Paul Harrell, why are you the boy who has been seen around campus with a heavy looking book.

My gosh! All of the student cops for themselves to be on all star basketball team this season.

Sam, "will you have a mustache, you could really use it!"

This touching bird is looking for food for her children that are using BIG WOGZ (billed in the paper) to stay WAVE!

Get back, Mr. Why, don't you entertain our guests with some of the great songs you sing. We hear you have several other honey singers.

—M. K.—HUMPH!

Frances Domingo, do tell us about those telegram you receive from John. Perhaps what's this about being well balanced. These girls can't understand it all.

Who are the girls in Turner Proper, who are making four judges for the Turner Proper contest? We think their four want to wear the same thing at the homecoming.

Lila H., Betty S. James H., and Navaeh, what is this season saying to you planning to sing "Don't Be Too Begrudging" this afternoon? I understand June-Janice don't forget the piano.

Sussanne Blount, Charlotte Green, and Elmore with Don Manners—wearing right nobly.

B. P. Jackson, I hope you don't have fibroids.

EVANSTON—Where University of Illinois was a success on our campus.

WUS Auction Raids

Money for Students

Going, going—GONE! This was a very familiar expression during the WUS auction for it was World University Service Week on our campus. The whole Jessie Campus joined in to help student workers who are less fortunate than they.

The week preceding WUS week, we were privileged to have Miss Guntig Singh with us. Miss Singh brought our understanding of World University Service to her informative campus talks.

Activities which were especially enjoyable included the auction which began with three nights in the dining hall on Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday, and Friday. On the first night the auction was held in the Blumert Union, Tuesday night a benefit basketball game was enjoyed between the seniors and juniors. Yagers on Wednesday night returned around with Dorm activities being on Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday nights.

The auction, with donations from several members of the campus, was the main course of our auction, which was $300. Donations were received from John Fair, James D. Fantasy, O'Connor, Adair Stevenson, Senator George Greening, and George Greening from Girl Scout captains. Our faculty donated supper, trips, eaten, and various personal items to make the auction as large as possible. We were very pleased with the turnout for our auction for WUS.

WUS is a student sponsored, non-profit corporation, and its purpose is to provide educational opportunities to members in the community.